
Interrelated Scientific Principles: 

Matter, Energy, and Environment



EPA estimates wood stoves are responsible for 5% of 

the smallest, deadliest particles emitted in the US.  

¾ of current stoves are pre-EPA certified

EPA education campaign  

using fee from sale 

of wood-burning device



Process to solve problems or understand nature 

that involves testing possible answers.  

Cause and effect relationship: Winter rain leads 

to spring “green-up”

Not every correlation

implies a cause and effect: 



When two groups differ in 

Only one way

High sample size

Reproducible results



Fish and forests dying

Tested pH of rain and lakes

Tested emissions from upwind factories

Tested pH of rivers upwind and 

downwind of factories

Reduced emissions and re-tested



1) Reads FRQ question aloud 

2) Gives answer

3) Gives answer (states whether agrees or disagrees 

why?/why not?)

4) Approve/Correct using Scoring Guide

Rotate roles after each question

Everyone write answers and corrections 



A student wants to test the effects of 

caffeine on the growth rate of sunflowers. 

Write a hypothesis

Design an experiment to test this hypothesis. 

What is the control?

What is the dependent variable?

How will you know if the hypothesis is 

supported? 



A. The group that receives the blood 

pressure medicine.

B. The group that receives the 

placebo





A) A sample size of 10

B) A sample size of 100

C) A sample size of 1000



A. The blood pressure of the individuals

B. The type and dose of medication given

C. The timing of the medication
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Laws describe what happens and 

theories describe why things happen

Law: Uniform, constant fact in nature 

Theory: widely accepted generalization that 

explains why things happen 

Supported by massive amount of evidence/data

Broad concept that shapes how scientists look at the world 

 Germ theory, molecular theory, gravitational theory, 

evolutionary theory





PSEUDOSCIENCE

A deceptive practice that 

uses the appearance or 

language of science to 

convince, confuse or 

mislead.

Not supported by unbiased 

tests or evidence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3SLiQFdKnA


1. “Rally-Robin” pseudoscientific 

ideas (back and forth)

2. Switch partners (when 

instructed) and repeat

3. Share-out

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVx2RuANAyk&index=5&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlcIKh6sBtc&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn&index=10


• Many infomercials like 

alkaline water

• Astrology

• Paranormal investigators

• Big Foot, mermaids etc.  





Matter is anything that takes up space and has 

mass

Atoms are fundamental units of matter

Elements are specific types of matter



Physical attractions between atoms resulting 

from the interaction of their electrons.  

When bonds are broken or formed, a chemical 

reaction occurs, and the amount of energy is 

changed.



WATER

Polar (negative on one end, positive on 

the other) 

- Cohesive

- Evaporation of water cools 

surroundings

- Universal solvent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eNSnj4ZfZ8


Acid: releases hydrogen ions (protons) in 

solution (below pH of 7) - acidic

Base: accepts hydrogen ions in solution (above 

pH of 7) - alkaline



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbom691n-14&index=22&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbom691n-14&index=22&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn


CHALLENGE

Write the equation for 

photosynthesis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=US7hF-X9ncM&index=13&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn


CHALLENGE

Write the equation for 

cellular respiration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRpeEdMmmQ0&index=14&list=PL4mAbErKWSCp7rufhUy1gJwsQ498YvVgn


Photosynthesis: 

Cellular respiration:



Kinetic energy: energy contained 

by moving objects (moving air 

molecules, water in a river etc.)

Potential energy: dependent on 

position (ex. Plants, water behind a 

dam)



First law of thermodynamics: energy can 

neither be created nor destroyed; it can only 

be changed from one form to another.

Second law of thermodynamics: whenever 

energy is converted from one from to another, 

some of the useful energy is lost.  

Entropy: energy that cannot be

used to do useful work



Entropy increases: houses decompose, 

automobiles rust etc. (releases heat)

Energy quality: 

high quality can be harnessed and used (ex. 

electrical)

 Low quality can still have significance –

ocean temperatures affecting weather 

patterns etc. and can sometimes be used with 

the right technology (wind turbines etc.)



Diesel engine efficiency: 35-42% (more particulate 

matter and nitrogen oxides)

Gasoline engine efficiency: 25-30% (20-40% more carbon 

dioxide)

Should the US switch to diesel engines

like Europe? 


